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Copyright Notice
Published by:
Alain Gonzalez
Copyright © 2014 All material in this guide is, unless otherwise stated, the property of Alain
Gonzalez. Copyright and other intellectual property laws protect these materials.
Reproduction or retransmission of the materials, in whole or in part, in any manner, without
the prior written consent of the copyright holder, is a violation of copyright law.
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Legal Disclaimer
Warning: All the information presented in the “Meal Prep Made Easy" is for
educational and resource purposes only. It is not a substitute for or in addition to
any advice given to you by your physician or health care provider.
Consult your physician before making any changes to your lifestyle, diet, or
exercise habits. You are solely responsible for the way information in "Meal Prep
Made Easy" is perceived and utilized and so, you do so at your own risk.
In no way will Alain Gonzalez or any persons associated with "Meal Prep Made
Easy" be held responsible for any injuries or problems that may occur due to the
use of this book or the advice contained within.
Personal Disclaimer
We are not doctors, nor do we possess a degree in nutrition. The advice we give is
based on years of practical application, dealing with the needs of our own health
and physiques as well as the needs of others. Any recommendations we may
make to you regarding diet, including, supplements and herbal or nutritional
treatments must be discussed between you and your doctor/s.
Muscle-Building Disclaimer
Required Legal Disclaimer: Due to recent laws from the FTC, it is required that all
companies identify what a “typical” result is. The truth is that most people never
do anything when it comes to trying building muscle. They might buy a million
products, including this one, but never do anything with the information they
have in hand. The testimonials that you saw were of people who took action,
followed a healthy lifestyle, exercised, and ate a balanced nutritional diet. If you
want results like them, you should do this too.
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Introduction
When it comes to building muscle, ensuring that you are consuming enough of
the necessary nutrients, consistently, is critical.
So much so, that failing to do so, regardless of how well thought out your workout
program is, will result in your inability to build muscle, period.
On the same token, achieving physical fitness through diet and exercise should be
a positive experience and make life more enjoyable.
With that said, stressing ourselves out by attempting to create time out of thin air
in order to cook a meal every few hours is simply not ideal.
That’s why I created this guide.
To give you what I call “Meal Prep Shortcuts” for being more efficient when
following a set meal plan.
In the next few pages, you are going to discover quick and easy ways for
preparing your meals ahead of time to avoid spending your life in the kitchen
while still ensuring your food is flavorful and fresh.
Look…
We’re all busy.
But let’s not make this an excuse for not achieving our most desired goals.
If you own this guide, you’ll never have to say “I don’t have the time” when
referring to preparing and following a nutrient dense diet.
These meal prep techniques are not required.
They are simply my personal solutions for making life a little easier when
following a set meal plan.
I think you’ll find them help too.
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Scheduling Meal Prep Time
Finding 1-2 hours a day to cook meals as we go can be difficult.
If you can’t manage that (or don’t want to), I understand.
No one wants to feel like they’re slaving away in the kitchen all day (unless you’re
a chef).
Heck, not many people have that choice anyway.
So here’s what I recommend.
Take a look at your schedule for the week and find 1 or 2 days where you have a
bit of downtime.
Maybe sometime before bed or on the weekend when you’re not tied up with
work or school.
It may not be realistic to find time every single day to cook 5 separate meals, but
finding 1-2 hours in a week shouldn’t be a problem.
If you have to sacrifice TV time, do it!
Once you have your 1 or 2 days picked out, schedule a 1-2 hour block dedicated
to preparing your foods.
Note: Allowing 48-72 hours between “meal prep days” would be ideal. This will
allow you to prep accordingly.
For example: Prep meals on Monday for Tuesday, Wednesday, and the better
part of Thursday. Then Thursday night can be dedicated to prepping for Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.
If you have more than two days where you can find time for meal prep, then
more power to you.
The more, the merrier.
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Shortcut #1 – Frozen Meats
Chicken
Step 1 – Season and bake (or grill) your chicken breasts.
Step 2 – Weigh them out and vacuum seal each piece. (Feel free to label the
weight and date)
Step 3 – Throw them in the freezer to prolong freshness.
Step 4 – Microwave the chicken when you’re ready for your next meal.
Refrigerator and Freezer Life: See FoodSafety.Gov for refrigerator and freezer
life.

Steak
Step 1 – Season and bake (or grill) your steak.
Step 2 – Weigh them out and vacuum seal each piece. (Feel free to label the
weight and date)
Step 3 – Throw them in the freezer to prolong freshness.
Step 4 – Microwave the steak when you’re ready for your next meal.
Refrigerator and Freezer Life: See FoodSafety.Gov for refrigerator and freezer
life.

Quick Tip: Feel free to refrigerate (instead of freezing) meats that will be eaten
the same or following day.
Quick Tip: Defrost meat before microwaving.

Note: The same (or similar) steps can be used for ground turkey or beef.
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Shortcut #2 – Potatoes
Baked Potatoes
Step 1 – Season and bake potatoes.
Step 2 – Wrap each potato in aluminum foil.
Step 3 – Place them in Tupperware and refrigerate.
Step 4 – Cut the potato open and microwave it when you’re ready to eat!
Note: I would not advise cooking potatoes more than 1-2 days in advance to
ensure they’re still safe to eat 

Microwave Baked Potato

Step 1 – Polk holes all over the potato with a fork.
Step 2 – Microwave (on high) for 5 minutes.
Step 3 – Using a napkin or oven mitts, turn the potato over.
Step 4 – Microwave for another 5 minutes.
Step 5 – Cut the potato open and season to your liking.
Step 6 – Enjoy!
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Shortcut #3 – Rice
I’ll be the first to admit, microwavable rice packages are the simplest and fastest
way to prepare rice that is actually enjoyable to eat.
So…
That’s certainly an option.
But I have another two options you may want to consider if you want to save
some money, you want to cook in bulk, or both.
1. The Sitting Rice Cooker
If there is a day that you’ll be home and have 2 or more rice meals scheduled,
then you can probably get away with cooking it in in the rice cooker and simply
leaving it on so the rice stays hot and soft.
I am not sure about how much of an impact this has on your electric bill, but I
would imagine it’s something similar to a coffee pot.
But don’t quote me on that.
2. Microwaving Leftover Rice
I am no fan of leftover rice.
Well…
I wasn’t.
This was mainly because every time I microwaved rice that was sitting in the
fridge, it was hard. It literally felt like I was eating little pieces of glass.
But then I discovered this awesome and simple trick to microwaving refrigerated
rice without it coming out hard as pebbles.
How to soften up refrigerated rice: Simply put the rice on a microwavable plate
and sprinkle it with water. For a cup of rice, about 3-4 tbsps. of water will suffice.
Then throw in the microwave and wa-la, delicious fluffy rice.
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Shortcut #4 – Bananas
If you’re anything like me (or you’re on one of my meal plans) then you probably
eat about 1 banana per day.
Problem is, bananas usually come in bundles of 5 or more…
And if you’ve ever bought a banana bunch, then you know that by day 3 or 4,
they’re done.

No one wants to eat brown bananas.
So because you’ll be eating 1 banana per day (more than likely), then it’s probably
going to be helpful for you to preserve your bananas as long as possible.
How to Keep Bananas Fresh As Long As Possible
Step 1 – Pull apart each banana without compromising the crowns.
Step 2 – Cut a small piece of plastic wrap about the size of your palm (1 for each
banana).
Step 3 – Wrap the plastic tightly around the crown of each banana.
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Shortcut #5 – Eggs
If you’re like most people, you don’t have time every single morning to sit at the
stove and cook breakfast.
And although scrambling or frying eggs doesn’t take more than a few minutes,
sometimes we just want to grab and go.
Or maybe we would rather eat our breakfast later while we’re out (maybe at
work) and don’t have access to a kitchen.
Either way…
This is for you.

Hardboiled Eggs
If you’re from anywhere on planet earth, then you’ve probably had, seen, or
heard of hard boiled eggs.
So, no, they’re nothing special.
However, the fact that they have a refrigerator life of about 1 week makes them a
key component to meal prepping.
If you are going to be eating eggs for breakfast (or anytime during the day) 3-7
days per week, then here’s what I would suggest.
Step 1 – Hard-boil 6-12 eggs (depending on how many eggs you’re eating that
week according to your meal plan).
Step 2 – Place them in a Tupperware.
Step 3 – Refrigerate.
Step 4 – Grab and go!
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Shortcut #6 – Vegetables
Look…I’m no chef.
And I am going to assume you’re not either.
I am also a pretty busy guy…and I am also going to assume that you are as well.
That’s probably why you’ve seen the word “microwave” in this guide more times
than I care to count.
But if you are going to save as much time as possible in order to follow your meal
plan without having to sacrifice your social life, then the microwave can be your
best friend.
So this is why I am going to suggest two solutions for prepping your vegetables.
1. Cook and store them
This is pretty standard right?
You cook your vegetables, serve yourself whatever you’re going to eat, and then
put the rest in the appropriate Tupperware so you can reheat it later.
2. Stock up on microwavable veggies

Instead of having to cook vegetables to then reheat them later on, you might as
well stock up on pre-cooked veggies you can toss in the microwave for a few
minutes and eat fresh.
This is going to save you the time you would have spent cooking each vegetable
individually and maybe save you a little money.
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Happy
Meal
Prepping!

